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"Clicking with Your Dog" is the answer for all pet owners who want a dog to be a real partner and

friend. The author's step-by-step illustrations explain the clicking process more clearly than ever

before. Soon you will truly understand your dog, and, thanks to the clicker, your dog will

understandd you!"
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When I wrote the first review on this book in May 2001, I had been using this book for a month or so

and was suitably impressed. I was also just beginning to invest in clicker training.9 months on (many

books later), and having trained (or at least partially trained ... *grin*) 3 dogs, I'm no longer as

convinced that newer operant training methods have as distinct an advantage over

classical/traditional methods, as some writers would have us believe. We are discovering that all

training methods (including the clicker method) have their respective strengths & weaknesses. What

many writers don't say is that much depends on the dog itself or that combination training methods

work well too.But that being said ... the clicker is still the most effective way I have discovered of

informing my dogs when an action is approved ... its quick, extremely simple & precise ... one click

and the dog knows that it has done right ... no buts, no ifs - that's it!Depending on time, mood and

disposition, voice commands can vary in tone and quality - the clicker is consistency

paramount.When used properly, the clicker is one heck of a communication tool ... and this book's

value is that it teaches a beginner very quickly how and when to sound the clicker ...This is a book

consisting primarily of drawn illustrations ... very few words ...And they say a picture is worth a



thousand words - therein lies the secret and effectiveness of this book ... the illustrations are as

precise and clear to the reader as the sound of the clicker is to the doggie ... The pictures convey in

quite a remarkable manner - a clarity of timing to the reader that might otherwise have been lost had

words been used ...

The ideal training guide for everyone; especially those who don't have time or interest to sit down

and pour through long blocks of text, or highly technical writing. Tillman's clear, concise,

easy-to-follow illustrations make comprehension a snap, for every type of learner. This is the book

my students find the easiest to follow, and it's absolutely marvelous for children. Feedback from dog

training students I mentor worldwide consistently note that the book's presentation style makes it

impossible to put down. Because each chapter can be read individually, those who like to "skip

around" instead of reading from beginning to end will still find it simple to follow the step-by-step

directions.The pictures are clutter-free, elegant and simple, helping the reader focus easily on the

behavior being shown. One example of its effectiveness is how accessible it is for those with

learning disabilities. My husband, severely dyslexic, cannot read blocks of text without great

difficulty.Yet, I was able to randomly open the book, give him a clicker and treats, and watch him

"shape" the behavior just by following the illustrations. He didn't need to read any of the

accompanying text (which is concise, without a wasted word) in order to get the behavior from the

dog.Students with Attention Deficit Disorder find Tillman's book to be a guide written just for them: it

moves so quickly, is so simple and easy to follow, that there is no time to get bored, no time for the

mind to wander. ADHD students who have never been able to make it through other fine training

guides seem to relish Tillman's book from beginning to end. It's just plum FUN.
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